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Conclusion

The examples described here - churches, public libraries, and museums - were nationally recognized institutions. They were built or founded in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when Germany's intellectual contributions to education, art history, and philosophy were highly valued. It was not simply a matter of artistic and architectural exchange, it was also Germany's institutions that were considered valid and relevant for the young United States.

Finally, there is newness to take into consideration. Munich was a young capital, which Ludwig I put on the artistic map. His desire for instant history often fueled Americans as well. America had no real Romanesque churches, so why not build new ones? It had no old palaces like the Louvre or the Pitti to exhibit art, so why not construct instant old interiors? It was Munich's solution to solving the problem of the modern institution in a new, industrial world that factored in the vibrant artistic exchange between the two countries.

Notes
2 Upjohn to Woods, 21 May 1830, Chapel Papers, Bowdoin College Archives.
4 Ostendorf and his pupil Raphael Prutzner painted several churches in the Mid-Atlantic region. Information on the studio of Christian Art may be found in the archives of Saint Mary's abbey, Neworks, New Jersey. See also Curran, The Romanesque Revival (see note 1), 91.
5 For information on Henry Englefield, I am indebted to Augustine Carter, O.S.B., Saint Mary's, Neworks, NJ.
10 The impact of cultural history on the American art museum is the subject of my book (in progress) with the (working) title "Artsphere and Art Cultural History and the Transformation of the American Museum."
11 Communications to the Trustees, 4 vols. (Boston, Museum of Fine Arts, 1904–60).
13 Barber to Morris, 27 April 1910 (Morris file), Barber Papers, Philadelphia Museum of Art Archives.

André Dombrowski

Wilhelm Leibl in Paris: International Realism during the Late Second Empire*

Artists in the nineteenth century - perhaps the most international century the world had yet experienced - albeit deeply marked by their nationality, still often saw themselves above and beyond it. Their ambiguous production of distance from the national norm can be heard clearly in the letter Edgar Degas wrote to James Tissot on the De Gas brothers' cotton-exchange office stationary on November 19, 1872, during his extended stay in New Orleans that winter:

*The practical Englishman seems to be bristling with mania and prejudices. One feels at once that there is rivalry with the mother country. - Mother country? But Germans are arriving in their thousands, half the shops in Broadway have names like Eimer and Wolf, Schumaker and Vogel, etc. Texas is full of Germans. The other day a French maid whom René had engaged before leaving arrived on a small German boat. In the hold, like niggers in Bond's pictures, were 651 German emigrants fleeing the Vaterland, misery and a new war with Russia or fair France."

Enabled by his own aristocratic status and sense of privilege, Degas deftly summarized the scope of nineteenth-century migration, its speed, volume, and social ordering. As an artist traveling freely, without the imperative to forge a new life, Degas felt himself distanced from the nationalist and economic forces shaping the new continent and its social map, yet he was simultaneously fascinated by them. An aesthetic of wartime dislocation ("a new war with Russia or fair France"), of a world up for grabs, was distinctly operative here and not just here; it is a hallmark of other painters traveling in Western Europe and the US as well.

Wilhelm Leibl, born in 1844 in Cologne and thus Prussian by birth, left Munich, where he studied, for Strasbourg and eventually Paris on November 13, 1869. He would return in June or July of 1870, just before the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War. At the time, the early forces of Munich realism seemed briefly to have relocated to France. The episode has always been considered pivotal for Leibl's oeuvre and career: in Paris he followed a prominent aristocratic clientele that promised early commercial success; received his first medal and critical acclaim at the Salon of 1870 (achievements he would have to wait until the 1880s to see replicated in Munich); and - perhaps most importantly - was exposed to recent currents of French realist painting. Prior to his sojourn, Leibl had had only limited exposure to the new French trends at the 1869 International Art
Exhibition in Munich. Here, he first encountered Gustave Courbet's work, and also met the infamous painter himself. Courbet would remain Munich realism's "artistic guide" for the next two decades at least, even while, or perhaps because, he lived in political exile in Switzerland during the last years of his life (he died in 1877).3 That Courbet, and not Manet or the rising Impressionists, became the model for avant-garde painting in Munich in the late 1860s and into the 1870s — and remained so longer than in France itself — has been famously referred to by the critic Adolph Bayen in 1874 as the "Courbetische Infection," or the "Courbet infection."4

For Leibl, the trip to Paris and the encounter with Courbet was the stimulus for some of the most intriguing paintings of his early career. Paintings that in many accounts are taken as among the first expressions of Munich realism were in fact produced during his stay in the French capital, where Leibl briefly made the city's iconographies and typologies his own. They included the pair of paintings that were to set off his life-long interest in the typologies of female age and piety (best exemplified later by his Three Women in Church at the Hamburger Kunsthalle, painted between 1878 and 1882): the so-called Young Parisian Woman, formerly often referred to as Die Kokotte, and the Old Parisian Woman, left unfinished (fig. 1-2). When Leibl painted versions of both a young and an old woman of Paris, he used their titles to self-consciously insinuate himself into the Frenchness of realism. Showing one woman smoking, Leibl deliberately situated his painting in line with the most Parisian of modern female typologies, that of the modern Parisiennette, so often painted by Manet, Monet and their contemporaries in the late 1860s.5 The type was usually best exemplified by a young fashionable lady of uncertain class status, often in the public mind associated with prostitution; the old woman, in contrast, attends to her rosary and thus performs a more traditional role. Thus a central issue in seeking to understand the import of Leibl's time in Paris turns on international realism's implicit class strategies and ethics. These two paintings, with their mix of Parisian realist strategies, mapped over thematic interests already developed while in Munich, became emblems of the possibilities and limitations of international realism just before the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian War.

Leibl in Paris also underscores how the complex triangulation of political forces that had to be navigated when choosing between France, Prussia and Bavaria after and just before 1870 and 1871 affected foreign artists. While much work remains to be done, it seems likely that in the early years of the 1870s, Munich absorbed some of the more liberal political and artistic tendencies that were foreclosed in the other territories of the...
newly founded German Kaiserreich. Indeed, it is possible that these developments were partly responsible for the rise of a Munich realist avant-garde at precisely this moment, while Prussian artists, especially in Berlin, had to negotiate an emerging "imperial style" in part modeled in pronounced contrast to French art.

This essay proceeds from the fact that Munich realism's origins in Leibl make it in fact far more international and cross-cultural (Paris/Munich; Prussia/Bavaria) than is generally acknowledged. As some other essays in this volume demonstrate in greater detail, it was in Munich that some of the most prominent American painters developed their realist impulses at exactly this moment in the 1870s. They included, most famously, Frank Duveneck, Frank Currier and William Merritt Chase, and it is worth understanding the nature of this Pariscian/Bavarian realist moment of the Munich school— and its amalgamated and international status— before it could be absorbed, challenged and exported by them.8

This study, then, is fundamentally concerned with the national and site-specific roots of a style like realism. Unlike a "universal" classicism and the highly "universalized" individualism generally associated with romanticism, by definition "realism" offered socio-historical specificity and oriented itself fully toward the contemporary world. "Realism"—at least in Courbet's version—promised to make manifest the ties between the painter and the specific (and deeply classed) conditions of painterly production, more so than had been hitherto permissible in large-scale painting. Realism also offered the modern painter and his audiences a means to mirror, investigate and critique the social circumstances of the historical present. But as a style made of, and for, local consumption, realism hardly seems suited to travel and translation. As T.J. Clark has famously argued, the very different criticisms of Courbet's large-scale paintings—when they were shown in 1850 and 1851 in Orsay, where Courbet was from, and subsequently Besançon, Dijon and finally Paris—underscore realism's essential local quality.9 The increasing distance from the images' origins only amplified the fraught dynamics of cultural transfers already present in the earliest forms of 1840s realism. How can realism retain its "national," "topical" and "contextual" import even in its earliest transcultural and international exchanges? In the late 1860s and 1870s, it was only beginning to be evident that "realism" could offer successful models for different national styles key to different local and national circumstances. Well before other European and American followers emerged, Leibl's visit to Paris was one of the earliest test-cases for the translatability of Courbet's "realism."

Leibl's experience in Paris made the problematic of realism's "site-specificity" tangible for him, and perhaps also for his followers, and such questions matter in determining how it came to pass that "realism" was a key Munich export in the 1870s and 1880s. Indeed, Leibl knew well how to construct pictorial models for a realist art nonetheless legible from a foreigner's perspective. Degas, too, worried over such questions, but came down firmly against the possibility of cultural translation, as in his November 1872 letter to the Danish painter Lorenz Frølich then still in Paris: "It is not good to do Parisian art and Louisiana art indiscriminately, it is liable to turn into the Monde Illusoire. And then nothing but a really long stay can reveal the customs of a people, that is to say their charm. Instantaneousness is photography, nothing more."10

For a painter eager to distinguish himself within his young Munich cohort in Karl von Piloty's studio, Paris was a godsend. Leibl had entered the atelier in late 1867 and now competed there among Munich's youthful painterly elite. His training was traditional: an apprenticeship in Cologne before enrolling in the Munich Kunstakademie, through which he had slowly progressed, from Hermann Anschütz's beginning painting instruction via Arthur von Ramberg's—a historic genre painter's—studio through to Piloty, then the most prominent history painter in Munich. The painting The Critics completed in 1868 received some acclaim among his fellow students and is often considered among Leibl's earliest mature pictorial statements, even if he would abandon the paths of such scenes, not least the critic's overly dramatic hand, for contemporary genre paintings that are much less narrativized and staged.11 The other major aspect of his early work besides contemporary genre was portraiture, and the Portrait of Mina Gedon, wife of the sculptor Lorenz Gedon and pregnant at the time of the painting, is the work that would lead him to Paris; it would indeed be shown eventually at the Paris Salon of 1870 (fig. 3).

But the portrait was first exhibited at the comprehensive "1. Internationale Kunstausstellung" in Munich in 1869, to great acclaim. Notable for its fine balance between individual characterization and seventeenth-century prototype, that is between careful
observation and Van Dyck-ian compositional methods, it is even replete with a memento-
mori-like insect placed as an ornament on Mine’s hat. The portrait’s inclusion in this
exhibition marked a crossroad for Leibl. It was at this point that he started to voice a clear
opposition to the dominant strands of academic history painting, including its subgenre
of historic genre painting. Leibl’s contribution to the 1869 exhibition (parts of which
Leibl himself had completed in Pilory’s studio) received his especial scorn, for he wrote to
his brother Ferdinand on July 19, 1869: “Pilory has exhibited a historical picture: ‘The
Announcement of Maria Stuart’s Death Verdict.’ It is the weakest of Pilory’s paintings
and, in my opinion, one of the worst pictures of the exhibition.” Obviously such overtly
dramatic eulogial renunciations speak as much to the system of emulation and competition
in which Leibl found himself as to his own proclivity to exaggerate (he regularly
overemphasized, as is well known, certain facts about his education and success in the
letters to his family). But they also point to the ways in which the dominant strands of
Munich academic painting by Kaulbach and Pilory — and their large-scale theatrical
historie genre works — began slowly to lose their hold over the younger generation of
artists studying in Munich, who then began to look for artistic models elsewhere.

Among these models was a younger group of artists, mostly from France and Belgium.
In the letter to Ferdinand of July 1869, Leibl enumerated a list long considered, with few
exceptions, to have been the inspiration for realism in Munich: “Among the French are
noteworthy: Courbet, Millier, Roybet, Couture, Meissonier, Ribot, Troyon and others,
among the Dutch Alma Tadema, and among the Belgians especially, compared to the
exhibition as a whole: Stevens [sic]. One cannot compete with such artists, but with
those from Munich.” This last statement shows Leibl’s acute sense of self-positioning
within the larger European contemporary art context. Yet this circle of realist and
modern history painters were not Leibl’s own selection, but had rather been brought to
his attention by the exhibition committee as representatives for King Ludwig II. It was
these officials who opened Munich’s doors to the more progressive elements within
French painting in order to foster closer cultural ties with France (and not coincidentally
as an affront to Prussia, where Courbet especially could not have been exhibited in the
late 1860s). Courbet received, and accepted, one of his earliest public awards in Munich:
the cross of the Saint Michael’s order from the Bavarian king. At the same time, Courbet
visited Ramberg’s studio, where he is said to have socialized with Ramberg’s students
including Leibl and Rudolf Heribert von Scholtes. As a result, pictorial modes still somewhat
unpalatable to the French were thus made acceptable to Leibl even in advance of his trip
to Paris. And this was despite the fact that a number of critics in Munich contested the
merits of a Millet or Courbet, accusing Millet of socialist tendencies and Courbet of
complete formlessness. Leibl’s circle in Paris, it seems, consisted of mostly painters from Munich and Frankfurter. We have proof only that he visited the studios of Jean-Léon Gérôme and Alfred Stevens, and there is no evidence of contact with other non-German painters in Paris. Among the Germans, he seems especially friendly with Victor Müller and Otto Scholderer, both from Frankfurt — the latter famously painted by Fantin-Latour into his Atelier in the Batignolles (Paris, Musée d’Orsay). He also spent time with Hans Thoma and Louis Eysen; though how much is unknown. Otto Scholderer, too — despite his deep ties to the group around Manet and Fantin-Latour — returned to Germany around the time of the outbreak of the Franco-Prussian war in July 1870, and his circle would shortly thereafter constitute the core of Southern German realist practice. In the years just following the war, many of the above painters practiced in Munich with close ties to
Leibl. During these years — not surprisingly, and in part, we must assume, for political
reasons — many of the German painters formerly in Paris around Leibl arrived not in
Prussia Berlin, Cologne, or Düsseldorf, but in Munich.

At the Salon of 1870, Leibl praised Courbet, which was to be expected, even though
that year was certainly not Courbet strongest showing to date: the Salon included two
seascapes, one of his wave paintings and a coastal view of Etretat. The picture Leibl
sanged out in particular was Mihaly Munkacsy’s The Conticut’s Last Day, for which the
artist received a gold medal at the Salon — a typical period piece of contemporary
genre — but Leibl seems to have admired it precisely for a careful psychological and physical
analysis of the lower classes that nonetheless does not turn it into a history painting.
In a letter of May 5, 1870, he even congratulated the Hungarian painter — who had
studied in Munich between 1866 and 1868 (where they presumably met) before moving to
Düsseldorf, and then settling in Paris in the early 1870s. In one of his few statements
evidencing awareness of nationalist rivalry, Leibl wrote: "Finally, I want to say that the French, against your expectations, behaved very nobly in providing your painting with a space better than you could have wished for." The remark is notable, because Leibl’s construction — "your expectations" — signals his own distance from what he took to be the Hungarian painter’s (and his circle’s) francophobia.

The choice of Munkác’s picture is perhaps not all that curious given that the painting was one of the Salon successes in 1870. But Leibl’s choice also makes clear that more radical realist Parisian practices were not to his taste, despite the fact that Scholderer had much closer ties to Manet’s circle than to Courbet’s. The more recent realist and early impressionist paintings at the Salon that year, which were heavily criticized at the time, included Manet’s *The Music Lesson,* and Renoir’s *The Bathers.* And while Manet had been present with two paintings in the 1869 Munich exhibition as well, they earned notably less commentary. Leibl’s deep admiration for Courbet apparently left no room for even a single remark on the newer tendencies, evidence of his careful editing of the full scope of French realism.

Leibl’s own contribution to the Salon — his *Portrait of Mina Gedon* — was certainly very well received in Paris, and honored with a gold medal from the state. Leibl’s gloating self-assessment, which he sent to his parents on May 6, 1870, avers: "Even before the exhibition here opened, the jury made the following praise of my painting: ‘This time, the Germans are exhibiting differently than in previous years; there is especially a portrait by a unknown painter named Leibl, which in terms of painting overshadows everything else in the exhibition.’ In fact, there are only a few mentions of Leibl in the French press in 1870, and while most praise the portrait in no small measure, it also becomes clear that French critics understood it as much as a remaking of 17th-century traditions as a new proposition for modern portraiture: ‘Leibl, a continuer of Rubens,’ said Félix Cahyher, ‘an excellent female portrait, by Mr. Leibl, which is inspired, from the start, by Van Dyck’s portraiture,’ stated Henri Triannon; ‘[o]ur friend W. Bürger would have adored the portrait of the young woman, by M. Leibl, of Cologne, student of Piloty; it’s an imitation — but not a pastiche, of Rembrandt’s manner,’ claimed Marius Chaumel; and René Ménard mentioned — in the most careful assessment of the portrait’s mobilization of old-master prototypes for its realist practice — that ‘[w]e would love to see, on the side of the young lady with the veiled look who makes M. Cabanel’s success this year, […] the beautiful portrait of the women in a blue robe by M. Leibl, close to that lady painted by a German, M. Leibl, whose painting does not precisely recall nature, but exhaled a perfume of the old school that singularly slices through the middle of our modern works.’

But Jules Castagnary, in his “Salon de 1870” for *Le Siècle,* expressed most pointedly some of the painting’s contradictions, between past and present, studio-model and bourgeois sitter: “M. Leibl’s young girl is not of the same aristocratic origin as M. Jalabert’s model. In the familiar fashion, with which she carries her hat, suspended by its strings, in her arms, we see that she is of the people or of the petite bourgeoisie. Maybe even she has ties to the arts. Her disinterestedness leads to that assumption.” The critic was of course incorrect about Mina — as wife of a sculptor — belonging to the “artistic milieu.” But hardly anything in the portrait gives such a reading away, just as much as she refuses, as Castagnary insinuated, to give away anything about herself. This critique, written by one of the most important critics of the 1860s, would certainly not have escaped Leibl’s eye, especially because it was so different, in its emphasis on questions of classed forms of expression, from the terms of German art criticism at the time. Castagnary critiques the German painter in the same terms that he often brought against Manet and his followers — that his figures could not be easily placed within normative social hierarchies, reveling (so Castagnary and others argued) in the class instabilities of Hausmann’s Paris.

Echoing Manet’s particularly metropolitan portrayal of the modern individual, Leibl deliberately placed Mina ambiguously between an identity as a model posing in van Dyck-ian manner and a real *petite bourgeoisie* sitting for her portrait (assuming differences between modeling, acting and “being” could still be thought operative in the portrait at all). Within Munich realism, such worries over the urban instabilities of class and over the status of the model (who for the French had become an emblem of the performative qualities of modern life in Paris) were unusual. But do they appear beyond Leibl’s work, as in Theodor Alt’s painting *The Painter Hirsh du Frène with a Model in His Studio,* in which the model is oddly immobile; or in Wilhelm Trübner’s *In the Studio or On the Daybed,* both of 1872, in which the viewer is left to decide whether he is watching a model on break, or a model posing so as to resemble a model on break (fig. 4). The *Portrait of Mina Gedon* thus fits the concerns of Parisian art criticism and avant-garde practice better than many of Leibl’s other early paintings and was thus readily adapted by his followers back in Munich in the early 1870s. But Leibl as well seems to have taken to heart the lessons offered to him by the Parisian reception of his portrait in the subsequent paintings he produced in Paris.

The young *Savoyard Boy,* for instance, signed explicitly “Paris 1869,” takes its subject matter from the lowest classes then to be found in Paris and situates the model within current debates over European national formation and French aggression, since the annexation of Savoy by France in March 1860 had precluded either the border region’s merging with Switzerland or its remaining with Italy (fig. 5). Here, Leibl found a modern type, even if asleep, deeply tied to the same forces of European state rivalry that enabled
and shaped his own visit to France. But he also established a complicated genealogy for this modern European type, anchoring the painting Manet-like through seventeenth-century proto-types of Italian and Spanish baroque genre-painting. In these months, he also painted the head of An Italian, as Fritz Paulsen who kept the painting in his Paris studio later testified. Though never made fully explicit in Leibl’s letters, it is striking how often he insisted on a nationalistic framing of his models as in “Italian,” “Savoyard,” “Parisian” – while at the same time, in a notable break with Courbet, echoing Manet’s ambiguous merger of these types with markedly older national schools and styles.

Leibl’s most careful attempt at mixing modern Parisian typologies with the interests of Munich realism is to be found in his pair of Parisian women – the Young Parisian Woman and the Old Parisian Woman (figs. 1–2). Curious and exceptional they are indeed on many fronts, and the morbid, metropolitan, demi-monde type of The Young Parisian Woman would never again enter Leibl’s pictorial world after Paris. This alone amply testifies to Leibl’s exile from the conditions of its production – testifies, that is, to his distance, geographic and ideological, from the phantasmatic Parisian experience where everything, for a brief moment, seemed possible. Leibl gave the painting its title in 1872 and 1873, when it was shown publicly first in Munich and then Vienna (William Merritt Chase eventually purchased it from the painter in 1878). By emphasizing the model’s urban French roots, he showed that a female typology of cultural situatedness was at the very heart of his pictorial endeavor. In the painting, we see a model, floating ungrounded on a middle-eastern carpet-like tapestry, with a ceramic pitcher in the back, all reminiscent of Vermeer’s most typical accessories. She is dressed in a black historicizing costume with a large white seventeenth-century style collar, reminiscent of van Dyck’s sitters. And she is also wearing an odd hat with white feather and sports a long orientalizing clay pipe, all of which make her as much an historical artifact as a modern Parisienne. Yet, for all that her face is distinctly modern, self-confidently staring at her viewers – and thus not unlike Manet’s Olympia which Leibl here seems to have assimilated, clothed and historicized. Leibl’s type is an odd representative of the Parisienne, that is to say, at once of her moment and not.

And in choosing to have the young woman smoke, Leibl explicitly established a link to the more stereotypical representations of modern Parisian female vice, found in contemporary popular imagery such as Paul Gavarni’s frequent depictions of smoking coquettes and courtesans of the 1840s and 1850s (fig. 6). Such images, which trade on middle-class fears of freedom from gender norms, could not have escaped Leibl in Paris, since they were frequently reedited and adapted by the 1860s French illustrated press. Yet, as Anton von Perfall recalled, he later refuted such a connection, insisting on the titles “The Parisian” or “The French Woman,” and distinctly disliked the often invoked “Die Kokotte.” The painting, then, bears all the markers of having been painted by a foreigner in Paris – despite the luxurious free paint-handling for which it has often been admired (what in the Leibl-literature is memorably and famously referred to as “pure painting,” or “reine Malerei”). It takes on modern stereotypes and augments them with props of old master painting, an analog of the mechanisms of cultural and chronological dislocation that would have marked his stay in Paris in general – and for which Manet can be taken as the model. The Young Parisian Woman, a type Leibl chose precisely for her national difference, thus also became a measure for self-identification for the painter, now briefly “other” himself.

Such a reading of the painting becomes more complicated, however, once we place the Old Parisian Woman next to the young one – a painting of an old woman engaged in prayer over her rosary, accompanied not by a range of decorative objects, but a piece
of bread on a simple stool. She is slim and marked by her age and the presumably simple circumstances of her life. Also wearing black with a white collar, but much less ostentatiously than her companion, she no longer looks viewers directly in the eye. Taken together, the flaunting of moral codes in the Young Parisian Woman becomes much more pronounced in comparison to the moral standards the elder one upholds. These are stark, orthodox, and overly dramatic choices between moral and immoral conduct. Here, past and present, the order and disorder of contemporary Parisian femininity are contrasted; modernist and traditionalist stereotypes call forth to reinforce presumptively mutually exclusive ethical codes. In fact, the Old Parisian Woman took up a theme already developed by Leibl in Munich, in his drawing of his elderly Aunt Josephine with a rosary of 1868 or 1869, and thus by extension these pictures also contrast Munich with Paris, where the iconography of the Young Parisian Woman — in contrast to the old — was fully born.  

Something fundamental was at stake here, it seems: about the social and moral order itself, and the ways in which modern realist painting could either counter or celebrate the uncertainties produced by social, cultural and geographic shifts. Parisian "realism" in the 1860s was no longer tied exclusively to "lower" subjects, the peasant life of the previous decade, but had now been brought into the realm of modern bourgeois capitalism, its forms of leisure and suburban life. Nonetheless, even around the time of Leibl's visit, realist practice had not been able to shed the contemporary critical debate that transvalued its aesthetic decisions into public negations of morality. In 1865, the idealist poet and critic Victor de Laprade, for instance, summarized in an article entitled "The Origins of Realism," what he perceived to be the conceptual and moral underpinnings of realism: "Instead of instructing mankind, fortifying and reuniting it, it [realism, AD] troubles their intelligence, enervates their hearts and shatters their moral bonds. True art serves as a principle of order; art so materialist as that of realism is nothing but a dissolvent."  

Leibl, in contrast, sought a very different kind of realism than the one decreed by Laprade, one that showed the "dissolvent" of the social in equal measure as, and in dialectic tension with, principles of order. He understood realism not as a set of strict ideological propositions, but as an open question. Realist painting, as Leibl's two women show, did not necessarily carry any singular social or historical understanding — that, at least, Paris made clear to him.  

Indeed, Leibl achieved in Paris a pair of paintings that demonstrate a rare and explicit sense of a foreign painter trying to negotiate a position between two opposing visions of local belonging. As a foreigner, Leibl had reason to doubt the promise implicit in Manet's flaneur — that ever so easy metropolitan performance of superseding exclusive codes of membership through mere comportment. An outsider, he may very well have come to understand how powerfully this fantasy of metropolitan social freedom was itself distinctly classed, and distinctly Parisian. But at the same time, Courbet's careful archaeology of class difference threatened to reify the very historical boundaries he pitted himself against. So Leibl paints two opposing portraits, one of a young woman, the other of an old, the first in a distinctly Manet-manner and the other clearly in Courbet's vein. Taken together, these two portraits are like a lab experiment, trying on and testing the sociopolitical implications of French realism for a German artist.

The desire to create visually a female taxonomy in terms of age, ethics and nationality is perhaps Leibl's most explicit revision of French realist tendencies. Though the iconography was utterly Parisian in that it was first developed and made explicit there, in Bavaria Leibl made it his own. And more than that, Leibl's Parisian interlude also allowed him to briefly pitch his Bavarian realism with its assured "moral" topography of class and identity against the more ambiguous French prototype. As I hope to have shown, it was his Young Parisian Woman who delighted in the modern and fundamentally metropolitan instabilities and displacements of her era (not unlike Castagnary's reading of Mine Gedon), while the Old Parisian Woman was the very image of a solid and legitimated typology of lower-class life. It should come as no surprise that Leibl developed his Manetian version almost exclusively while in Paris, while the second, associated with an earlier non-Parisian version of realism established by Courbet, became its antidote in both Paris and Bavaria. After the initial flirtation, images in line with themes like "Die Kokottin" became
much rarer in his oeuvre. Leibl, in explicitly pitting these female figures against one another, established concrete pictorial links between national/regional belonging and gender and class identity, mobilizing a specifically realist iconography keyed to the ways in which the national and the urban map over one another in the international art world.

Leibl would return to Munich around the outbreak of the war — we cannot be sure exactly when — and begin his Gathering at a Table or the Tischgeselligchaf and other portraits and genre scenes. 10 Notably, none of these would look back to the young Parisienne, but instead offered a much more grounded and legible sense of local and class belonging. Courbet’s model of an empathic realism alive to rootedness, bent by history, knowing its place; was the realism best able to depict a Bavarian real even if it meant willfully abandoning all that Paris had taught him. For German-American realists, for similar reasons of moral ordering, legibility and rootedness, the “types” also appear to have held the greatest interest: see for example such well-known paintings as Duvencek’s The Cobbler’s Apprentice (fig. 7). Such lower-class subjects, and their clearly demarcated social positions, perhaps mirrored and balanced the expatriate artists’ sense of their own dislocation.

But in Friedrich Pecht’s 1875 assessment of Leibl’s new lost Female Peasants of Dachau, or the Dauchauerinnen, we can glimpse just how fraught — cross-cut with national, class and historical rivalries — international realism had become in Munich by the early and mid-1870s:

An effort to combine individualism with that which pleased was even less evident in three studies of female peasants from Dachau, which Leibl exhibits, who here emphasizes quite systematically the beautiful in the ugly, in the most extreme deformations of God’s likeness. To borrow this cult of ugliness from some certain French painters was even less necessary, especially since our Old-German masters achieved some remarkable results in that genre, and without offending through impudent cynicism which makes the school of Courbet so deplorable.

It was a deeply ideological naivety for Pecht to assume that realism, at least the kind Leibl promoted and his international followers eagerly accepted, could ever fully shed its French roots and become an exclusively German expression. Artists travel after all.
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The Bavarian Beginnings of Eliza Greateorex: From New York to Southern Germany, 1870–1872

At critical junctures in the formation of American visual culture, the art of Europe has exerted an authoritative pull. Art history scholarship, which has grown exponentially since World War II, has privileged Paris as the western art capital. It emphasized France’s influence on American artists and underestimated the impact of their experiences in other countries. Current discussions on globalization provide alternative models for conceptualizing art-making as the product of multivalent conversations, and for recognizing that Northern Europe and especially Germany had played a far greater role in those conversations than is generally credited. The oeuvre of Eliza Greateorex (b. 1819 Ireland, d. 1897 France) provides a case in point: the example of an artist whose peregrinations from Ireland to New York, and to and from France and Bavaria, provide fresh evidence for rethinking these cultural exchange processes. She was a painter and graphic artist whose work as “the first of the women artists of America to win international artistic recognition” was rooted in the issues of transfer, migration, and bi-national exchange at stake in the American Artist in Munich conference and publication. This success was built in part on her Bavarian beginnings.

Who Was Eliza Greateorex?

Eliza Greateorex, known as Eliza Pratt, arrived in New York in 1840 and settled in New York. In 1848 she married Henry Wellington Greateorex, an organist and composer of ecclesiastical music who had died within a decade, leaving her a widow with four children: a stepson Francis Henry, a son Thomas and two daughters Kathleen Honora and Eleanor Elizabeth, both of whom became artists. While Eliza must have received some art instruction in her native Ireland — the daughter of a Methodist minister, growing up in a cultured household — her husband’s untimely death prompted her to pursue art-making more seriously, and she recognized the need for further instruction. Interested initially in landscape painting, she took further studies in New York from 1854 to 1856 under William W. Wotherspoon. She had been steadily making a name for herself in the late 1840s in New York City painting the scenery of the Hudson River and of upstate New York — the same scenery featured in the work of leading male landscapists Asher B. Durand, Frederic Church, John Kensett, and George Inness. In the years after the Civil War (1861–1865), as water-